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Objective – why?
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To produce an assessment “toolkit” for the industry 
based on the European SC Model

• NJ assessment – a pilot to have learnings and feedback for 
improvements

– Besides NJ model is tested by NSA Finland and Switzerland



Assessment Process



A Method for Leading Safety Culture Change (ICSI)
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There is no magical recipe model for action,
only a model adapted to your own context



Safety Culture Assessment Process
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ICSI 2019

Preparation
Feb-Apr 19

Kick-off & training
15-16 April 19

Survey and analysis
March-May 19 

Focus groups and 
immediate feedback

26 June-3 July 

Formal feedback
July-August 19 

Action plan and program 
Seminars
Sept 19 

- Preparation meetings

- Internal organisation at 
NJ

- Translation of the 
European Railway Safety 
Culture Model

- Translation of 
questionnaire questions

- Kick off meeting

- Local project team 
training 

- Survey dummy run on 
local project team

- Meetings with  
project lead and EXCOM

- Immersions on the 
field

- Preparation for the 
questionnaire

- NJ questionnaire 6-13 
May
• specific fill in times 

for the best result
• Min 80 % is needed

for a valid result

- Analyses and 
preparation of focus
groups, interviews, 
observations

- Opening meeting 

- Document review
(partially performed)

- 7 Focus groups, with a 
total of 24 people

- 5 Observations and 
inteviews with a total of 
8 people

- Closing meeting and  
feedback to EXCOM

- Full survey on NJ safety
culture handover

- Follow up with NJ by 
phone – when?

- Feedback from NJ on 
the process and 
results

Suggestions for NJ:

- (NJ vision seminar?)

- Survey feedback to 
staff

Suggestions for NJ:

- Workgroup to define
safety culture action 
plan and ToR

- Project/programme 
seminar with EXCOM 

- Information to staff



Questionnaire results



Demographics
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Very low number categories, 
especially “Banemontør”

Number of answers, to the 
low side, but OK

87/119=73%

Very high percentage of 
”newcomers”



Perceptions : global results per theme

8nov.-19
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PERCEPTIONS: Global results per job position

9nov.-19
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Manage major railway risks

10nov.-19
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Thème 1: Manage major railway
risks

F1.1 Risk awareness F1.2 Systems failures F1.3 Resilience skills

Senior Management Traffic management Togservice / Economics Track Engineer

Workshop Technician Train driver 5,5 7,5

Avg. 6.6 Avg. 7.7 Avg. 7.2Avg. 7.2



Analyse the questionnaire as preparation for: 
interviews, focus groups, observations 
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Doing the focus groups, observations 
and interviews



• Questionnaire + analysis

• Interviews

• Observations

• Focus groups

• Feedback to exec committee 
(snapshot)

• Not a “numbers game”

Diagnosic steps
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Everything is done in confidentiality 



Summarising from our notes (1) 
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• F2.1 

– + “These new rules will be more user friendly”

– - “It is too difficult to find something inside the tablet”

– - “Our views should be more integrated in the planning and in the decision making at high level”

– - “In ETCS some failures are so rare that we forget how to do things correct”

– - How was the change of train service intervals risk assessed – ending up wearing down brake pads? “We 
discussed amongst us weather it would be possible to change the interval, but we were never asked about 
our opininon”

• F2.2

– + “if people see something it is often corrected right away, and reported if it’s bigger things”

• F2.3

– + “Overall it is a good workplace. The door is always open to the CEO.” 



Summarising from our notes (2) 
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• E1.1

– + “Good interactions with the train drivers, the staff. Good atmosphere for work.”

– - “Communication between BDK and NJ is not good. When something happens they are not very good at 
telling us.”

• E1.2

– + “Within the organisation, we can always discuss.”

– + “I always get the help I need for a question.”

– + “Today, there were a little accident. A driver cut the shift. The driver came to safety ‘I have done 
something wrong’. He didn’t hide. Because he likes to do the things right.”

• E1.3

– + “We are open and transparent [with the NSA]. Because, I want to understand my problems. This is the 
good way to improve”.

– +” NSA audits are good in the sense that somebody from outside comes to check”.



F2: Understand Workplace Reality
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Strength: F2.3 Measures to identify and mitigate organisational silence are implemented

Area for improvement: F2.1 Human and organisational factors, including frontline experience, 
are systematically considered following safety events, deviations, and during design and 
change

“People are feeling confortable speaking up here. 
Most of them will tell”
“The door is always open to the CEO”
“Today, there were a little accident. A driver cut the 
shift. The driver came to safety ‘I have done something 
wrong’. 

“The leaders do not know what is going on in the 
trackside.”
“Our views should be more integrated in the planning 
and in the decision making at high level”
“It is too difficult to find something inside the tablet”
“How was the change of train service intervals risk 
assessed – ending up wearing down brake pads? We 
were never asked about our opinion”

7.2



E3: Disseminating
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Mentoring practice in the workshop
“The rules are the easiest part of teaching. 
Trainings here address values and behaviours. ” 

“Safety is not addressed during the morning 
brief”
“I would like to have more sharing. The 
newsletter is just the headlines. Not the details. 
There is more to learn” 
Emergency/Evacuation: “We have procedure. A 
training would be necessary.”
“I haven’t had a safety introduction since I 
came.” 

Area for improvement: E3.1 Safety information is openly shared, up, down and 
across the organisation and with audit and regulatory organisations.

Area for improvement: E3.3 Safety leadership skills are systematically developed.

6.6
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There is no magical recipe model for action,
only a model adapted to your own context



Workshop 2:
Assessment and vision exercise

IPA safety summit, Belgrade November 2019

Kim Drews



Five Safety Leadership Expectations
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(Folkman 2014)
Engagement (percentile)

Meaningful 
vision (staff 
perception)



Five Safety Leadership Expectations
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CONTROL
MAJOR
RISKS

UNDERSTAND
WORKPLACE

REALITY

LEARN
FROM

EXPERIENCE

INTEGRATE
SAFETY

CONSISTENTLY

FUNDAMENTALS

TASK VS ACTIVITY

Four overarching principles that shall be fulfilled to 
maintain safety and sustainable performance. 



 1. Pick the most relevant issues/problems in your organisation from the questions



Workshop 2

 2. For a few questions formulate “what good looks like” – where would you like your organisation to 
be on this topic?

 3. Formulate how you would know that you achieved “what good looks like” – how could it be 
measured?



Wrap-up of work shop 2
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• Feedback from the exercise

– How did it go?

– Is the exercise useful? 

• Why/why not?

– What did you take away from these work shops?
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